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so while i'm not going to spill any plot beans,
i do want to talk about some of the finer
details of the side-plot content in lords of

infinity, and the game as a whole. i hope you
enjoy it. its been a long time since ive been
able to talk about this kind of stuff (since i

started talking about it on here). because im
spoiling things that are still in development,

im going to talk about this topic in a few
ways. first, i'll be sharing the core design

documents that i'm referring to. we've seen
a lot of these types of document in the past,
and in the past, we've been really interested
in these, and its really neat to see them for a

new game. the documents in this case are
actually sort of short, but theyre also a little
different in that they cover more than just a

single story. they document the overall
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game experience, and talk about our goals
for the game, and the story, and the side-

plots, and the player choice system, and the
overall game design, and more. what does
infinity stone mean? the infinity stone is a

stone that has a special power. it can be the
power of good or the power of evil. it can be
used for good or for evil. the infinity gauntlet
is a weapon that can be used to control the

powers of the infinity stones. the infinity
gauntlet is.. you can click on the image to
get a larger version of the image. infinity

gauntlet. infinity. the. power of infinity
stones. infinity stones. part 2 of 3. lord

infinity. i'm glad we got the infinity stone.
we're going to use it to our advantage. the

infinity gauntlet. it can be used to control the
powers of the infinity stones. so why does it

have to be a weapon? it needs to be a
weapon. what if it just. infinity stones and

their powers. i want it to be a weapon. we're
gonna use it to our advantage. see the rest

of the story at slashdot.
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join the quest to collect the infinity stones
with avengers: infinity war 6-inch scale

figures! this black panther figure includes a
black panther-inspired blaster accessory and

an attachable infinity stone for movie-
inspired battling action! collect all avengers:
infinity war 6-inch-scale figures to collect all

of the infinity stones! (each figure comes
with one infinity stone. each figure sold

separately. subject to availability). join the
quest to collect the infinity stones with

avengers: infinity war 6-inch scale figures!
this captain marvel figure includes a captain

marvel-inspired blaster accessory and an
attachable infinity stone for movie-inspired
battling action! collect all avengers: infinity
war 6-inch-scale figures to collect all of the
infinity stones! (each figure comes with one
infinity stone. each figure sold separately.
subject to availability). join the quest to
collect the infinity stones with avengers:
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infinity war 6-inch scale figures! this spider-
man figure includes a spider-man-inspired

blaster accessory and an attachable infinity
stone for movie-inspired battling action!

collect all avengers: infinity war 6-inch-scale
figures to collect all of the infinity stones!
(each figure comes with one infinity stone.

each figure sold separately. subject to
availability). join the quest to collect the
infinity stones with avengers: infinity war

6-inch scale figures! this black widow figure
includes a black widow-inspired blaster

accessory and an attachable infinity stone
for movie-inspired battling action! collect all
avengers: infinity war 6-inch-scale figures to
collect all of the infinity stones! (each figure
comes with one infinity stone. each figure

sold separately. subject to availability).
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